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• First Impressions: the cover, the title and generic classifications

• Part 2:

• Not a plot-point-by-plot-point retelling: mapping the relationship between the two texts 

• Jane Austen goes to Brooklyn: relocating Pride and Prejudice

• Adapting the bildungsroman: coming of age in the twenty-first century

• Updating the epistolary tradition: communication, reading, writing

• Revisiting Austen’s social commentary: what do you make of the novel’s endings?
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TONIGHT’S SESSION



• “Jane Austen is not and has never been any old great author, whom we might discuss more or less 
rationally, but a fabulous figure and the paragon of popular and elite audiences alike. Certainly no 
other author—perhaps not even Shakespeare himself who, despite his pre-eminence, is no longer 
popularly accessible—has inspired such widespread and intense devotion that is itself worthy of 
study.”

• Claudia L. Johnson, Jane Austen’s Cults and Cultures (2012)

THE CULT OF JANE AUSTEN



“CURRENTLY, IT SEEMS, JANE AUSTEN IS HOTTER THAN QUENTIN TARANTINO” 
(MARTIN AMIS IN 1996)



• “Andrew Davies’s 1995 BBC TV adaptation of 
Pride and Prejudice is widely recognised as 
having kick-started the contemporary Jane 
Austen film industry. Its success is 
inextricably linked with its transformation of 
the stiff, proud Darcy into an object of 
female desire through the (in)famous ‘wet 
shirt’ scene, in which the actor Colin Firth 
plunges into a lake in order to relieve the 
torment of his feelings for Elizabeth. In 
making the sexual content of Austen’s novel 
explicit, Davies brought it up to date for his 
viewers…”

• Gillian Dow and Clare Hanson, Uses of 
Austen: Jane Austen’s Afterlives (Palgrave, 
2012)

1990S DARCYMANIA



DARCYMANIA ON SCREEN



• “The past few years have seen a 
proliferation of Jane Austen 
adaptations. Between 1970 and 1986, 
seven feature-length films or television 
miniseries, all British, were produced 
based on Austen novels; in the years 
1995 and 1996, however, six additional 
adaptations appeared, half of them 
originating in Hollywood and the rest 
influenced by it.”

• Linda Troost and Sayre Greenfield, 
“Introduction”, Jane Austen in 
Hollywood, 2nd Edn (2001)

WAVE 1: THE NINETIES



WAVE 2: THE NOUGHTIES



WAVE 3: THE 2010S



• “Pride and Prejudice has reached near 
ubiquity, having become a long-term ‘media 
event’.” (Devoney Looser)

• Major screen adaptations:

• 1940 Hollywood film

• BBC adaptations in 1952, 1958, 1967, 1980, 
1995

• Bride & Prejudice (2004); Pride & Prejudice 
(2005); Pride & Prejudice & Zombies (2016)

• Lizzie Bennet Diaries (2014-16)

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AS “MEDIA EVENT” (1)



• Rewritings:

• “Today, it seems every genre and medium –
and every fictional subgenre from Western 
to Christian to pornographic – has its Pride 
and Prejudice.” (Devoney Looser)

• “Elizabeth and Darcy as zombie-slayers, 
bisexuals or twitter partners, Mrs Bennet as 
a Jewish mother (‘Oy!’), Mary Bennet 
inflicting a cobra dance on visitors to her 
parents’ home in India and Charlotte Lucas 
dressed up as Lady Catherine whipping Mr 
Collins into an orgiastic frenzy; these are 
but a few of the hundreds of variations on 
the theme of Pride and Prejudice since its 
publication in 1813.” (Emily Auerbach)

• 2009-2011: c. 130 Pride and Prejudice-
inspired novels!

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AS “MEDIA EVENT” (2)



• Can you think of any reasons why Austen 
has become so popular as a subject for 
film/TV adaptations/rewritings and other 
cultural products since the mid 1990s? 

THE REASONS FOR AUSTENMANIA
STOP & THINK



• “Such trading [on Austen’s name] only 
works ... if readers, audiences, and 
visitors are willing to give their 
attention, and their money, to Austen-
related material—as has proved true 
repeatedly since 1995.  … These 
opportunities to interact with Austen 
both feed the interest of existing fans 
and attract the attention of new 
audiences, who—if hooked—will in 
turn seek out information and 
experiences that enhance their 
appreciation of Austen’s works.”

• Juliette Wells, Everybody’s Jane: 
Austen in the Popular Imagination
(2011)

“SHE’S EVERYWHERE”: VIRAL AUSTEN



SEEKING OUR (YOUTHFUL) ATTENTION: MEMES, FAN VIDEOS, FAKE FAN TRAILERS







DIVERSIFYING THE 
CLASSICS



THE BLACK LIVES MATTER MOMENT, 2020



• Penny Dreadful (Showtime, 2014-16)

• Dickensian (BBC, 2015-16)

• The Frankenstein Chronicles (ITV, 2015-17)

• Lady Macbeth (BBC Films, 2016)

• Sanditon (ITV, 2019- )

• The Personal History of David Copperfield
(Lionsgate, 2019)

• Bridgerton (Netflix, 2020- )

• Persuasion (Netflix, 2022)

DIVERSIFYING THE CLASSICS: A VERY 
SELECTIVE LIST



REIMAGININGS OF PRIDE AND PREJUDICE IN COMMUNITIES OF COLOUR



• Reflects aspects of diverse society of twenty-first century

• Provides new critical or revisionary perspectives on elements of the national past & classic literary texts 

• Can give us an insight into hidden or neglected histories

• Allows diverse or marginalised (young) readers to better identify with white stories

WHY MAKE THE CLASSICS MORE DIVERSE IN ADAPTATIONS & REWRITINGS?
TALKING POINT:



• Kylie Mirmohamadi talks about the way in which Austen retellings are motivated by ‘”the 

textual desire for constant reiteration that characterises Austen fandom” & “ongoing and 

emerging cultural negotiations around representation and visibility.”

• As Sigrid Michelle Anderson points out, these transcultural retellings “[write] against the 

idealised British cultural heritage version of Jane Austen, beloved symbol of white, middle-

class womanhood.”

• “The novels … are part of a larger conversation about making space for writers of colour, 

representation, and cultural capital, alongside the impulse to use fiction as a means to 

create understanding in readers.” 

DIVERSE REIMAGININGS OF PRIDE AND PREJUDICE: MOTIVATIONS



• “[The journalist Nicole M.] Wright found 
several standard interpretations of Austen’s 
significance in a variety of alt-right forums 
she perused: ‘1) symbol of sexual purity; 2) 
standard-bearer of a vanished white 
traditional culture; and 3) exception that 
proves the rule of female inferiority.’”

• Jane Austen Has Become an Alt-Right Icon, 
Somehow

AUSTEN, WHITE PRIVILEGE & THE ALT-
RIGHT

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-austen-has-become-an-alt-right-icon-somehow_n_58d02757e4b00705db51b946


• Does anything strike you about the novel’s 

cover art, use of colour and jacket design? 

Does this highlight any particular themes or 

concerns of Zoboi’s text?

• What about the blurb on the back cover: 

does this emphasise anything that might 

give us an insight into the text itself?

• Finally, what do you make of the title: Pride: 

A Pride and Prejudice Remix? Does this also 

provide us with a specific frame for what is 

to follow (and its relationship with the 

source text)?

FIRST IMPRESSIONS: THE COVER & THE TITLE
OPENING DISCUSSION



• “Generally speaking, remix culture can be 
defined as the global activity consisting of 
the creative and efficient exchange of 
information made possible by digital 
technologies that is supported by the 
practice of cut/copy and paste. The concept 
of Remix often referenced in popular 
culture derives from the model of music 
remixes which were produced around the 
late 1960s and early 1970s in New York City
… Today, Remix (the activity of taking 
samples from pre-existing materials to 
combine them into new forms according to 
personal taste) has been extended to other 
areas of culture, including the visual arts; it 
plays a vital role in mass communication, 
especially on the Internet.”

REMIX: A DEFINITION (FROM 
REMIXTHEORY.NET)



PART 2!



• “It was Zoboi’s editor, Alessandra Balzer, 
who suggested looking at the structure of 
classic works for inspiration. ‘Pride and 
Prejudice came up because I said I wanted 
to deal with political issues between two 
kids falling in love and the conflict between 
them,’ explained Zoboi. Austen’s world 
helped her realize she wanted to address 
class and socioeconomic status in her book.
… . Over a series of drafts it became clear 
that the book would not be a plot-point-by-
plot-point retelling of Austen’s original, ‘so 
there’s more freedom to examine some 
more contemporary teen issues,’ Zoboi
said.”

• Ibi Zoboi: ‘Pride’ Grows in Brooklyn

IBI ZOBOI’S STARTING POINT: NOT A PLOT-POINT-BY-PLOT POINT RETELLING

https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-book-news/article/77998-ibi-zoboi-pride-grows-in-brooklyn.html


JANE AUSTEN GOES TO 
BROOKLYN: 

RELOCATING PRIDE & PREJUDICE



“A LITTLE BIT BROKEN, AND A LITTLE BIT FORGOTTEN”: BUSHWICK



COMING OF AGE IN THE TWENTY-
FIRST CENTURY



• Lizzy’s growth and maturation is a central 
part of the narrative development in Pride & 
Prejudice

• How does Zoboi present this in Pride?

• Do you think it’s effectively done? How is it 
updated and adapted?

• Would it convince your teen students?

ADAPTING THE BILDUNGSROMAN



• “When Professor Bello begins her lecture, I 
take out my notebook and write down 
everything she says. Her words fill my ears, 
the students fill my eyes, and I have the 
overwhelming sense that I belong here. I 
imagine myself in this place, getting 
dressed for class, walking with my new 
friends to the dining hall, joining the poetry 
club. I sigh big and feel my body swell with 
hope about this new beginning.”

• Ibi Zoboi, Pride, p. 146.

EDUCATION & CAREER REPLACE MARRIAGE





• “‘And of this place,’ thought she, ‘I might 
have been mistress! With these rooms I 
might now have been familiarly acquainted! 
Instead of viewing them as a stranger, I 
might have rejoiced in them as my own, and 
welcomed to them as visitors my uncle and 
aunt.’”

• Elizabeth & Pemberley in Pride and Prejudice

AT HOME IN PEMBERLEY



AUSTEN & THE EPISTOLARY TRADITION



• Pride and Prejudice is a novel that comes out of an epistolary tradition, and uses letters to 

drive the narrative and to give us another perspective on character. Working in groups, use 

the following prompts to consider how this is adapted in Zoboi’s text:

• How does Pride update nineteenth-century modes of communication and develop this for 

the twenty-first century, Brooklyn context? Do you find this effective?

• Do the modes of communication also reflect character and help drive the plot, or is Zoboi

able to create additional effects? 

• How does Zoboi’s novel respond to the topics of reading and writing more generally?

UPDATING THE EPISTOLARY TRADITION: COMMUNICATION, READING, WRITING



• What do you make of the novel’s endings?

REVISITING AUSTEN’S SOCIAL COMMENTARY



• Would you consider teaching Pride with 
your students?

• What would the potentials and the
challenges be?

• Some suggestions:

• Include in a course or module of study
alongside other Austen adaptations from 
screen, internet, rewritings

• Selectively study excerpts of Austen 
alongside adaptations, eg Chapter 1 of 
Pride, Chapter 1 of Pride and Prejudice

• Get students to write their own Austen 
adaptations in the context of 2023 NL!

THINKING ABOUT PRIDE IN THE SECONDARY CLASSROOM



CREATIVE ASSIGNMENT



POSTSCRIPT: ADAPTATIONS & FUTURE PROJECTS



• Ibi Zoboi: ‘Pride’ Grows in Brooklyn

• Jane Austen Has Become an Alt-Right Icon, Somehow

• Race and the Regency: Remixing Pride and Prejudice: A Conversation with Ibi Zoboi

SUGGESTED SECONDARY READING (1): CONTEXTUAL

https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-book-news/article/77998-ibi-zoboi-pride-grows-in-brooklyn.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-austen-has-become-an-alt-right-icon-somehow_n_58d02757e4b00705db51b946
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fx-lyNjCR8I


• Mirmohamadi, Kylie, “‘You do not know her or her heart’: Minor Character Elaboration in 
Contemporary Austen Spin-Off Fiction”, The Routledge Companion to Jane Austen. Eds. Cheryl A. Wilson 
and Maria H. Frawley (Abingdon: Routledge, 2022). 

• Anderson, Sigrid Michelle, “Race, Class, Gender Remixed: Reimagining Pride and Prejudice in 
Communities of Colour”, The Routledge Companion to Jane Austen. Eds. Cheryl A. Wilson and Maria H. 
Frawley (Abingdon: Routledge, 2022). 

SUGGESTED SECONDARY READING (2): ACADEMIC
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